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•  Further altering the three variables: part offset, electrode offset, and part angle. 
•  Further investigate electrode offsets in various directions relative to part angle. 
•  Combine multiple directions with electrode offset 
•  Manipulate welding process parameters to achieve lowest possible residual stress values 

Future Work 

•  To meet CAFÉ regulations, 
vehicle designs are moving 
towards lighter weight materials. 

•  While finding solutions in the lab are 
useful, manufacturing variables are 
not factored in when looking at lab 
results. 

•  In order to make sure that these 
materials and weld schedules are 
consistent there needs to be an 
acceptable range showing the limits 
of each variable manipulation. 

 
 

Results/Discussion  
•  Minimize weld surface deformation on one side of an advanced high strength 

steel panel of various thicknesses and weld stack configuration. Following the 
vehicle painting process, the weld nugget should be inconspicuous on visible 
panels.  

•  Emulate spot welding manufacturing variables by varying electrode and part 
misalignment. Determine the sensitivity of the manufacturing variables on weld 
appearance. 

•  Combine manufacturing variables and find range of acceptable weld nugget size.  

Objectives 

Results & Discussion 

Approach 

•  Three manufacturing variables that are being manipulated for each Stack-up 
•  Electrode Offset 
•  Part Offset 
•  Part Angle 

Electrode Choice (Indentation free side, top) 
•  Stack-up 1: Truncated tip 0.375 (3/8”) class 3 for double stack up 
•  Stack-up 2: Truncated tip 0.406 (13/32”) class 3 for triple stack up 
Electrode Choice (Hidden side, bottom) 
•  Both Stack-ups: Dome tip 0.281 (9/32”) class 2 
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Results from the 3 individual 
variables being manipulated for 
each stack-up 
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Results from manipulating 2 variables at the 
same time for each stack-up 

Results from manipulating all 3 variables at the same 
time for each stack-up 

         Stack- 1                Stack-up 2 

Two Experimented Stack-ups 

Electrode Offset Part Angle Part Offset 

 
 

•  Electrode offset: As the electrode offset increases, force concentrates over a smaller region which causes excessive 
deformation. It is speculated that the unbalance in force causes an increase in contact resistance on part of the electrode. 
This high contact resistance decreases part to part resistance which is responsible for a decrease in nugget size. 

•  Part offset: As part offset increased, the weaker material bends to contact the stronger material. If the force is not 
sufficient enough to bend the material to contact the adjacent sheet, welding will not occur. It was found that both stack-
ups exhibited acceptable results at offsets that far exceed manufacturing variable limits. 

•  Part angle: As part angle increased, the double stack-up failed due to insufficient nugget size. The triple stack-up failed 
due to surface expulsion but the weld nugget size had decreased dangerously close to the minimum allowable size. Based 
on the information gathered, part angle had the largest detrimental effect on weld nugget size. 

•  Electrode offset + part offset: Part offset combined with electrode offset was found to have little effect on nugget size 
and surface characteristics as compared to the individual variables. It was speculated that surface expulsion was caused 
by exposed weld nugget surface during the formation of the weld nugget due to the torque applied from the offset 
electrodes. 

•  Electrode offset + part angle: Increasing part angle from 1 to 2 degrees drastically decreased nugget size as found in 
the individual variable testing. When combined with electrode offset, the negative effects from each variable compounded 
and caused failure at lower offsets than experienced at no part angle. 

•  Part Angle + Part Offset:  Part angle and Part Offset variable combination was limited to two possible tests (1.4mm-1 
degree, 1.4mm-2 degrees).  Double Stack-Up: 1.4mm-2 degrees lead to failure, all others passed. 

•  Electrode offset + part angle + part offset: A constant part offset of 1.4mm was found to have little effect when 
combined with electrode offset and part angle. Results were similar to the electrode offset and part angle combination. A 
part offset of 1.4 mm was speculated not to change the results because each stack-up was malleable enough to overcome 
the part offset.  

Conclusions 


